The future is green
Quality, corrosion-protected
greenhouse components
Rand York Greenhouse Components (Pty) Ltd

A renowned
South African
operation
We supply fabrications to 65 countries
and are active on every continent.
Our team ensures that both price and
product are right and manages doorto-door logistics with our in-house
forwarding division.
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Consign some of your steel fabrication and componentry supply
chain to South Africa. Rand York Greenhouse Components is a
division of a leading steel fabricator in South Africa that boasts
a unique partnership with the Transvaal Galvanisers Group (the
largest and most sophisticated corrosion protection organisation
in Southern Africa), major South African steel mills and Africa's
leading aluminum extruders. We have the ability to supply
a comprehensive basket of essential greenhouse components.
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With over 100 years of combined
experience we can significantly
upscale your steel fabrication and
componentry supply.

Apart from our significant fabrication infrastructure,
we have exceptional capability when it comes to
corrosion protection. We offer hot-dip galvanising,
metallisation, epoxy coating, zinc thermal diffusion,
Denso wrapping and an array of duplex coatings.
Our specialist, integrated shot-blasting and surface
preparation facilities enable us to cost-effectively
protect multiple steel shapes and sizes
against corrosion.

Fabrication
and abilities
We believe in quality in,
quality out.

Speed, dimensional consistency and traceability
underpin our manufacturing processes, and we
use the most modern fabrication equipment.

A family
of experts
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RYGC is an acknowledged leading steel fabricator and
exporter in South Africa. Our 35-year-old business is
efficiently managed by the Corbett brothers and chaired
by Michael Corbett Snr.

Michael Corbett | B.ComHons CA (SA), M.Com, CMA
Justin Corbett | B.ComHons, MSc Operations
Lance Corbett | B.EconHons, MSc Mining

Our manufacturing operations are
located in Nigel and Vereeniging,
and our head office in Durban.

MANUFACTURING OPERATION
GAUTENG
NIGEL, VEREENIGING

HEAD OFFICE
KWA-ZULU NATAL
UMHLANGA
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Relationships
built on trust
Rand York is a significant supply
partner to leading Global OEMs.

Quality you
can rely on
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Attention to detail defines us – it enables the supply of high
quality, precision products that our clients have come to
rely on. We and all our partners are ISO 9001:2015 qualified
and able to supply products to very specific ISO, ASTM,
and EU standards, including CE validations.
Our in-house laboratory includes a 3D scanner for precision
metrology, a 250-ton mechanical test bench, hardness
testers, charpy test equipment and a spectrograph –
enabling us to continuously validate our products
during the normal course of manufacturing.
Other approvals include:

We maintain close working relationships with leading and
independent global inspection authorities:

We are involved in safetycritical industries, so the
quality of our products
is paramount.
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Agility
in action
When you deal with us, you are assured that we always
find the fastest physical route to market. We have our
own in-house freight forwarding department, negotiate
directly, and have preferred relationships with leading
shipping lines. Our warehousing arrangements in
Europe, North America and Africa provide
‘just in time’ deliveries to OEMs.
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We nominate container vessels on a
weekly basis between the port of Durban
and Rotterdam or Antwerp and have our
own bespoke handling equipment to
facilitate the loading of export containers.

Once we have your supply chain established, the average
door-to-door lead time is as little as 35 days. Durban is one
of the busiest gateway harbours in Africa, and we service
all continents very efficiently from this strategically placed
distribution hub.
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Thoughtful pricing
Due to South Africa’s preferred relationship
with the European Union, we are able to
ship our products duty free to Europe.

Whilst steel prices typically follow global indexes, relative
to Europe, our labour and infrastructure burdens are low.
Combined with our solid technical base and our established
logistics, we are confident that our supply chain solutions
are competitive.
South Africa attracts very low duties around the world, and
shipments of value-added steel products into the United States
and Canada are also mostly duty free.
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Ingenuity at work
Innovation is in our DNA. Our Research and Development
focus has earned us a reputation for being dynamic and
agile, rapidly innovating in line with ever-changing market
developments. We spend considerable time and money to
ensure the best and most contemporary products.
We invest in new product development and work with our
clients to develop prototypes. Talk to us about your new
product or innovation and let us help you to bring
it to market.

Our focus on improvement and
sustainability is what sets us apart,
and our commitment to finding the
best solution is unwavering.
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Best practice
business
We understand international trade finance
and are able to transact in any of the world’s
major global currencies and offer attractive
payment terms.

Underpinned by integrity and strong values, we appreciate the need
to protect your intellectual property. Non-disclosure agreements provide all
parties with the necessary peace of mind. In order to ensure the lowest possible
costs in our lean supply chains, we are purposefully not a steel merchant and
only produce products that are customer specific and made to order, thereby
minimising stock redundancies and premium pricing. In order to best assess
your requirements and ensure optimal industrialisation, RYGC makes use of
detailed customer drawings, as well as reviewing production samples and
understanding existing manufacturing methodologies. Finally, studying each
customer’s specific market requirements enables us to better forecast and
manage our production planning.

A range of
bespoke products
RYGC is a volume-based manufacturer,
offering our customers the benefits
of scaled production.

All our products are made in accordance with customer
designs. Constant conformance consideration is given to the
requirements of EN 13031-1:2020 Greenhouses - Design and
construction - Part 1: Commercial production greenhouses
Besides the primary construction elements of columns,
trusses, beams, purlins and braces, RYGC supplies an array
of relevant products:
• High tensile anchor bolts/ micro piles
• Fish/ connector plates
• Bespoke welded sections
• Laser cut tubular sections
• Galvanised fasteners
• Steel pipe couplers for water and air articulation
• Specialised steel pressings
• Steel forgings
• Ferrous and non-ferrous castings
• Aluminium extrusions that include final CNC processing
• Flat packed and galvanised pressed sectional steel water
storage panel tanks
• Any other steel products for use in greenhouses

Qualified to assist

For more information please contact:

Our European sales representative Kingsley Corbett is based in the Netherlands
and has an MSc in International business and sustainability from Nyenrode
Business Universiteit. Having boots on the ground ensures the necessary reactivity
between OEMs and our operations in South Africa.

“Copyright © 2021 Rand York Castings (Pty) Ltd. ‘RAND YORK CASTINGS’, ‘RYC’ and ‘Rand York Greenhouse Components’
are trade marks of Rand York Castings (Pty) Ltd and the company’s products are covered by patents in various countries.”

randyork.com

Justin Corbett

Kingsley Corbett

Joint CEO

Supply Chain - Netherlands

Email: justin@randyork.com

Email: kingsley@randyork.com

T: +27 31 561 1023

M: +31 628 39 5161

M: +27 82 443 9239

WhatsApp: +27 72 288 5688

